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Sometimes getting a little lost can help you discover who you really are . . . When her
spell at Witchcraft School goes wrong, Gem lands in an unfamiliar, empty cottage,
outside a strange, colourful town. Everyone in Ellsworth Pining thinks Gem is their new
village witch, even when Gem tries to correct them. And Gem’s new friends do need
her. The Weather Worker is missing, and there are tales of a terrifying beast in the
woods. Gem might know a spell that could help – if she can get it right.
Interweaving handwritten text and art in his signature style, John Hendrix tells the
fascinating story of Dietrich Bonhoeffer and his fight against the oppression of the
German people during World War II. Bonhoeffer was a German Lutheran pastor and
theologian who was shocked to watch the German church embrace Hitler's agenda of
hatred. He spoke out against the Nazi party and led a breakaway church that rebelled
against racist and nationalist beliefs of the Third Reich. Struggling with how his faith
interacted with his ethics, Bonhoeffer eventually became convinced that Hitler and the
Nazi Party needed to be stopped--and he was willing to sacrifice anything and
everything to do so.
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in
a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological predictions. According to
these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new
Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
When the ancient evil of the Blackbringer rises to unmake the world, only one
determined faerie stands in its way. However, Magpie Windwitch, granddaughter of the
West Wind, is not like other faeries. While her kind live in seclusion deep in the forests
of Dreamdark, she's devoted her life to tracking down and recapturing devils escaped
from their ancient bottles, just as her hero, the legendary Bellatrix, did 25,000 years
ago. With her faithful gang of crows, she travels the world fighting where others would
choose to flee. But when a devil escapes from a bottle sealed by the ancient Djinn King
himself- the creator of the world- she may be in over her head. How can a single faerie,
even with the help of her friends, hope to defeat the impenetrable darkness of the
Blackbringer? At a time when fantasy readers have an embarrassment of riches in
choosing new worlds to fall in love with, this first novel by a fresh, original voice is sure
to stand out.
Accidentally transported from his remote Scottish castle to the bright, fast-moving, hitech city of Toronto, the highly mischievous Boggart simply can't resist the opportunity
for pranks, and wreaks havoc for the Volnik family, inheritors of his distant castle home.
But the Boggart doesn't mean any real harm, and when he begins to pine for the rolling
Scottish mists and the sound of bagpipes, he turns to his two young friends, Emily and
Jessup Volnik, for help. A delightfully funny and moving story for children.
Three siblings on vacation in Cornwall find an ancient manuscript which sends them on
a dangerous quest that entraps them in the eternal battle between the forces of the
Light and the Dark.
Start you day with the beautiful and calming quotes of Alan Watts for your mind and
soul. This little book of quotes by Alan Watts covers his essential quotes on life, love,
spirituality, and finding inner peace. Makes for a unique gift to those who love profound
thoughts and ideas Highly quotable lines you can use (or take inspiration) for your own
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writing "People sometimes fail to live because they are always preparing to live." Alan
Watts "To have faith is to trust yourself to the water. When you swim you don't grab
hold of the water, because if you do you will sink and drown. Instead you relax, and
float." Alan Watts
At the end of a winter-long journey into manhood, Little Hawk returns to find his village
decimated by a white man's plague and soon, despite a fresh start, Little Hawk dies
violently but his spirit remains trapped, seeing how his world changes.
The more I came to know of the world, the more I knew I knew it not. He was a nameless
orphan, marked for death by his masters for an unknown crime. Discovering his name—
Crispin—only intensified the mystery. Then Crispin met Bear, who helped him learn the secret
of his full identity. And in Bear—the enormous, red-bearded juggler, sometime spy, and
everyday philosopher—Crispin also found a new father and a new world. Now Crispin and Bear
have set off to live their lives as free men
Today is a good day Weekly Planner and To-Do List Book. With so much to do and so little
time to do it in, we often forget things and only remember them once they should've been
done! If you have a family or a busy social life, you are guaranteed to forget something
important at some stage or another. You're only human, right? Imagine forgetting a birthday or
even your anniversary. What about an important meeting or a social gathering that has been
planned a year in advance! Let us help you to have a super organized schedule with more than
enough space to record every important meeting or happening in your busy life. With our
Today is a good day Weekly Planner and To-Do List Book, friends will be asking you to keep
track of the important happenings in their lives. You will surely become the new "Go To"
person! Our 181 page planners offer the following features: * Separate individual sections to
list things that need to be done * A section that's date and time specific just like a traditional
diary offers. Here you can record meetings, happenings etc. * A "Time for Me" portion to make
sure that there is enough time in the day for you to reflect on thoughts and ideas * Lots of extra
lined pages for anything else you may need to record for future reference With our Total "To
Do" Planner, you will never forget another important event! Affordable and available
immediately, why not get your copy today? You won't regret it!
This is the fifth and last book in "The Dark Is Rising" sequence. The Dark is rising in its last and
greatest bid to control the world. The servants of the light: Will Stanton, the last of the Old
Ones, the mysterious Professor Merriman, and the strange albino Welsh boy, Bran, are helped
by three ordinary children in this last desperate battle.
A girl from the forest enlists at Pennyroyal Academy, where princesses and knights are trained
to battle the two great menaces of the day: witches and dragons.
A gripping, beautifully written historical mystery, from an incredible new voice in children's
fiction. The body seemed to fall for a long time. There was no splash, or if there was it was lost
in the waves. Isobel was frozen to the spot for a moment - and then her common sense caught
up with her, and she stepped back quickly into the shadows. When Isobel Petty is orphaned,
she finds herself being taken away from her home in India and sent to live with a distant uncle
in England. On board the S.S. Marianna, she witnesses a shocking act - somebody being
thrown overboard in the middle in the night. But when the ship's captain insists that nobody is
missing, Isobel and her two new reluctant friends must solve two mysteries - the identities of
both the murderer and the victim - before they reach England and the culprit has the chance to
escape. Inspired by The Secret Garden and the golden age of crime writing, The Secret
Detectives is perfect for fans of Robin Stevens and Katherine Rundell. "A thoroughly
entertaining mystery and a heartening story of friendship. I loved it." - Katherine Woodfine,
author of The Mystery of the Clockwork Sparrow
Only in the world of the theater can Nat Field find an escape from the tragedies that have
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shadowed his young life. So he is thrilled when he is chosen to join an American drama troupe
traveling to London to perform A Midsummer Night's Dream in a new replica of the famous
Globe theater. Shortly after arriving in England, Nat goes to bed ill and awakens transported
back in time four hundred years -- to another London, and another production of A Midsummer
Night's Dream. Amid the bustle and excitement of an Elizabethan theatrical production, Nat
finds the warm, nurturing father figure missing from his life -- in none other than William
Shakespeare himself. Does Nat have to remain trapped in the past forever, or give up the
friendship he's so longed for in his own time?
A strange boy and dog remind Will Stanton that he is an immortal, whose quest is to find the
golden harp which will rouse others from a long slumber in the Welsh hills so they may prepare
for the ultimate battle of Light versus Dark.
This new fantasy-adventure series from N. D. Wilson, bestselling author of 100 Cupboards,
pits a misfit twelve-year-old against a maniacal villain with a deadly vendetta. This one-of-a
kind story is must read for fans of Brandon Mull and Soman Chainani, and the start of a thrilling
tale from a masterful storyteller. Sam Miracle’s life is made up of dreams, dreams where he’s
a courageous, legendary hero instead of a foster kid with two bad arms that can barely move.
Sometimes these dreams feel so real, they seem like forgotten memories. And sometimes they
make him believe that his arms might come alive again. But Sam is about to discover that the
world he knows and the world he imagines are separated by only one thing: time. And that
separation is only an illusion. The laws of time can be bent and shifted by people with special
magic that allows them to travel through the past, present, and future. But not all of these “time
walkers” can be trusted. One is out to protect Sam so that he can accept his greatest destiny,
and another is out to kill him so that a prophecy will never be fulfilled. However, it’s an
adventurous girl named Glory and two peculiar snakes who show Sam the way through the
dark paths of yesterday to help him make sure there will be a tomorrow for every last person
on earth.

Simon, Jane, and Barney, enlisted by their mysterious great-uncle, arrive in a
small coastal town to recover a priceless golden grail stolen by the forces of evil
-- Dark. They are not at first aware of the strange powers of another boy brought
to help, Will Stanton -- nor of the sinister significance of the Greenwitch, an
image of leaves and branches that for centuries has been cast into the sea for
good luck in fishing and harvest. Their search for the grail sets into motion a
series of distubing, sometimes dangerous events that, at their climax, bring forth
a gift that, for a time at least, will keep the Dark from rising.
Vacationing in a seaside village in Cornwall, three children stumble upon a brittle
old map showing the location of a magical relic of Arthurian days, leading them
into a high-pitched battle of good and evil.
An eleven-year-old boy searches for six magical signs in order to save the world
from the threatening evil of the Dark.
Susan Cooper's brilliant and award-winning fantasy sequence - the fourth volume
of which, The Grey King, won the Newbery Medal - republished in a classic
single volume to mark the 50th anniversary. THE DARK IS RISING SEQUENCE
Over Sea, Under Stone The Dark Is Rising Greenwitch The Grey King Silver On
The Tree
When the Scottish owner of Castle Keep died, the ancient castle went to his
Canadian great-nephew, Robert Volnik. There was no way the Volniks could
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keep the castle, so it was sold to an Edinburgh lawyer, Mr. Maconochie. Two
years later, Emily Volnik and her younger brohter Jessup return to the castle for a
visit. To their delight, the Boggart, a mischievous shape-shifting spirit who has
lived in the castle for centures, playing tricks on the owners, is still there, making
Mr. Mac coubt his won sanity as strange things happen. At Jessup's urging, Mr.
Mac takes them and Tommy Cameron, a local friend, on a comping trip to Loch
Ness, Where a new expedition with advanced underwater equipment is planning
another search for the Loch Ness Monster. The boggart comes along, and, on
thier first night there, he is entranced to rediscover Nessie, a boggart cousin who
has long forgotten how to change shape and remains in the prehistoric-monster
form he long ago adopted. Beautifully imagined and beautifully written, this is an
unforgettable adventure, filled with humor, suspense, and wonderful characters.
It is a stunning companion to Susan Cooper's earlier book, The Boggart.
The Paul Jennings phenomenon began with the publication of Unreal! in 1985.
Thirty years and eight million books later, children all around the world continue
to devour his stories. This special anniversary edition contains thirty stories, hand
picked by the author from across his funny, spooky, weird and wonderful Unbooks, and others. This book is sure to have readers laughing out loud.
A Fine Balance, Rohinton Mistry’s stunning internationally acclaimed bestseller,
is set in mid-1970s India. It tells the story of four unlikely people whose lives
come together during a time of political turmoil soon after the government
declares a “State of Internal Emergency.” Through days of bleakness and hope,
their circumstances – and their fates – become inextricably linked in ways no one
could have foreseen. Mistry’s prose is alive with enduring images and a cast of
unforgettable characters. Written with compassion, humour, and insight, A Fine
Balance is a vivid, richly textured, and powerful novel written by one of the most
gifted writers of our time.
#1 Amazon Best Seller Her life was a dream come true. Then it turned into a
nightmare… Ruth and her boyfriend Michael seem to have the perfect
relationship. She’s a successful lawyer. They own a beautiful home, and drive
expensive luxury cars. Life is good. But appearances can be deceiving… When
Michael loses his job, he starts to change. He becomes angry, violent. He
disappears for hours at a time, and returns home stinking of alcohol. At first, Ruth
denies the obvious. She insists on seeing the best in Michael, and prays for their
life to return to normal. But as his temper grows worse, Ruth slowly begins to
realize her life is in danger… Soon, she finds herself trapped in an emotionally
abusive nightmare. Cut off from her friends, with no one to turn to for help, Ruth
struggles to pay the bills and keep up appearances. But is she strong enough to
escape the terrifying grip her boyfriend has on her? And what scares her more Michael’s violent outbursts? Or her paralyzing fear of being alone... Duration A
collection of prose written as a complete thriller. Review "It's very cleverly done
and the writing is perfect especially considering that the theme of the book is
such a taboo subject." Deborah 'thebookblogger' James, Amazon Reviewer
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"Worth picking up if your looking for a domestic thriller." Kennie M. Book
Reviewer About The Author @onealwalters Twitter @iamonealwalters Instagram
Alone while her parents are away at a special hospital, Cally hears strange sounds in the
house which lead her to and through an antique mirror and into another world.
In Tarreton, where the rich have all the magic they wish and the poor can barely afford a spell
to heat their homes, twelve-year-old Isaveth's father is accused of murdering an influential
citizen and Isaveth, aided by eccentric street boy Quiz, tries to solve the magical murder
mystery before her father is executed.
Over Sea, Under StoneSimon and Schuster
The first volume of Susan Cooper's brilliant and absorbing fantasy series, The Dark Is Rising.
On holiday in Cornwall, the three Drew children discover an ancient map in the attic of the
house that they are staying in. They know immediately that it is special. It is even more than
that -- the key to finding a grail, a source of power to fight the forces of evil known as the Dark.
And in searching for it themselves, the Drews put their very lives in peril.
Greece in the age of Heroes. Patroclus, an awkward young prince, has been exiled to the
kingdom of Phthia. Here he is nobody, just another unwanted boy living in the shadow of King
Peleus and his golden son, Achilles. Achilles, 'best of all the Greeks', is everything Patroclus is
not - strong, beautiful, the child of a goddess - and by all rights their paths should never cross.
Yet one day, Achilles takes the shamed prince under his wing and soon their tentative
companionship gives way to a steadfast friendship. As they grow into young men skilled in the
arts of war and medicine, their bond blossoms into something far deeper - despite the
displeasure of Achilles's mother Thetis, a cruel and deathly pale sea goddess with a hatred of
mortals. Fate is never far from the heels of Achilles. When word comes that Helen of Sparta
has been kidnapped, the men of Greece are called upon to lay siege to Troy in her name.
Seduced by the promise of a glorious destiny, Achilles joins their cause, Torn between love
and fear for his friend, Patroclus follows Achilles into war, little knowing that the years that
follow will test everything they have learned, everything they hold dear. And that, before he is
ready, he will be forced to surrender his friend to the hands of Fate. Profoundly moving and
breathtakingly original, this rendering of the epic Trojan War is a dazzling feat of the
imagination, a devastating love story, and an almighty battle between gods and kings, peace
and glory, immortal fame and the human heart.
Without music, the world is just blah. That’s my take on life, anyway. Mum says rock is the
only music worth listening to, but I think everyone should find their own beat. When I hear that
Principal Keiren plans to cut all of the arts classes at Watterson Primary, there's no way me
and my new mate Flynn are gonna let that happen. We're dragging our secret Broadway
appreciation society into the spotlight. It's time for Watterson: The Musical!
Twelve-year-old Trey and his younger brother Lou, who does not speak, cross between two
worlds, that of their island in the Bahamas, and a land called Pangaia, and play a role in
restoring the natural environment in both places.
Epic. Bestselling. Award-winning. The complete Dark Is Rising Sequence is now available as
one keepsake collection. Will Stanton’s ordinary life is shattered with the dreadful revelation
that the Dark—the source of all evil—is rising in its last and greatest bid to control the world. He
finds that he is no ordinary boy, but the last-born of the Old Ones, immortals dedicated to
keeping mankind free from the Dark. Soon Will is swept up in the great battle, along with his
ageless master, Merriman; the three Drew children, who are mortal but have their own vital
part to play; and a strange boy named Bran. These six fight fear and death in a quest through
time and space interwoven with the most ancient myths of the islands of Britain—until, at last,
Will and Bran find the weapon that will ultimately vanquish the Dark. One of the most
celebrated fantasy sequences of all time, The Dark Is Rising is a searing, epic rendering of the
eternal conflict between good and evil. This complete collection includes Over Sea, Under
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Stone; The Dark Is Rising; Greenwitch; The Grey King; and Silver on the Tree.

A historic connection has the power to change the future in this classic, gripping
novel from Newbery Medalist Susan Cooper. Sam Robbins is a farm boy,
kidnapped to serve on HMS Victory, the ship on which Lord Nelson will die a
hero’s death at the Battle of Trafalgar in 1805. Molly Jennings is a twenty-firstcentury English girl who’s been transplanted to the United States by her
stepfather’s job and is fighting her own battle against loss and loneliness. Two
different lives, two centuries apart, are linked by a tiny scrap of fraying cloth
that’s tucked into an old book. It draws Molly into Sam’s world, to a moment in
time that changed history—a frightening shared moment that holds the key both to
secrets from the past and hope for the future.
Derek and his friends, living outside of London during World War II, regard the
frequent air raids with more fascination than fear--after all, they can barely
remember a time without them. The boys are thrilled when school is canceled for
a few days due to a raid, giving them time to work on their secret camp. But when
their camp is savagely attacked by a rival gang from the neighborhood, the harsh
reality of the violence surrouding them suddenly crashes down upon Derek and
his friends--and a long night of bombing changes his feelings about the war
forever. Includes a reader's guide.
In this last part of their long journey, Bily and Zluty must each travel to the
dangerous Velvet City, where they will learn the shocking truth about themselves
. . . even as their beloved Monster faces the fate he fled.
From the host of MSNBC’s The Last Word with Lawrence O'Donnell, an
important and enthralling new account of the presidential election that changed
everything, the race that created American politics as we know it today The 1968
U.S. Presidential election was the young Lawrence O’Donnell’s political
awakening, and in the decades since it has remained one of his abiding
fascinations. For years he has deployed one of America’s shrewdest political
minds to understanding its dynamics, not just because it is fascinating in itself,
but because in it is contained the essence of what makes America different, and
how we got to where we are now. Playing With Fire represents O’Donnell’s
master class in American electioneering, embedded in the epic human drama of
a system, and a country, coming apart at the seams in real time. Nothing went
according to the script. LBJ was confident he'd dispatch with Nixon, the GOP
frontrunner; Johnson's greatest fear and real nemesis was RFK. But Kennedy
and his team, despite their loathing of the president, weren't prepared to
challenge their own party’s incumbent. Then, out of nowhere, Eugene McCarthy
shocked everyone with his disloyalty and threw his hat in the ring to run against
the president and the Vietnam War. A revolution seemed to be taking place, and
LBJ, humiliated and bitter, began to look mortal. Then RFK leapt in, LBJ dropped
out, and all hell broke loose. Two assassinations and a week of bloody riots in
Chicago around the Democratic Convention later, and the old Democratic Party
was a smoldering ruin, and, in the last triumph of old machine politics, Hubert
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Humphrey stood alone in the wreckage. Suddenly Nixon was the frontrunner,
having masterfully maintained a smooth façade behind which he feverishly held
his party’s right and left wings in the fold, through a succession of ruthless
maneuvers to see off George Romney, Nelson Rockefeller, Ronald Reagan, and
the great outside threat to his new Southern Strategy, the arch-segregationist
George Wallace. But then, amazingly, Humphrey began to close, and so, in late
October, Nixon pulled off one of the greatest dirty tricks in American political
history, an act that may well meet the statutory definition of treason. The tone
was set for Watergate and all else that was to follow, all the way through to
today. Playing With Fire is the perfect holiday gift!
Set in a world five hundred years in the future, Welly and the wizard Merlin are
forced to take on a new type of powerful magic in a highly complex and technical
world after Welly's friend, Heather, is kidnapped by the sorceress Morgan LeFay.
Reprint.
On holiday in Cornwall, Simon, Jane and Barney Drew discover an ancient map
in the attic of the Grey House, where they are staying with their mysterious GreatUncle Merry. They know immediately that it is special. But it is much more than
just a map. It is the start of a quest to find a grail, a source of great power that
could contain - or resurrect - the powerful, age-old forces of evil in the world. And
the Drews are not the only ones searching for it.
Follows the story of William, an eleven-year-old boy who is the seventh son of a
seventh son, as he searches for six magical amulets in order to save the world
from the threatening evil of the Dark.
“She saw: first, a square opening, about eight inches wide, in the lowest
step…finally she saw that there was a walnut shell, or half one, outside the
nearest door…she went to look at the shell—but looked with the greatest
astonishment. There was a baby in it.” So ten-year-old Maria, orphaned mistress
of Malplaquet, discovers the secret of her deteriorating estate: on a deserted
island at its far corner, in the temple long ago nicknamed Mistress Masham’s
Repose, live an entire community of people—”The People,” as they call
themselves—all only inches tall. With the help of her only friend—the absurdly
erudite Professor—Maria soon learns that this settlement is no less than the
kingdom of Lilliput (first seen in Gulliver’s Travels) in exile. Safely hidden for
centuries, the Lilliputians are at first endangered by Maria’s well-meaning but
clumsy attempts to make their lives easier, but their situation grows truly ominous
when they are discovered by Maria’s greedy guardians, who look at The People
and see only a bundle of money.
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